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Featured Videos Dark Knight Rises movie torrent reviews Trent C (de) wrote:
This is a perfect film for the dark day and night time which is part 2 of the
dark knight trilogy. This dark day of the dark knight will take you on the

journey of the dark knight throught the city, from the city all the way to the
brooks. There were a few moments which were good, and a few scenes that
were good. But the overall film is very, very bad and I would strongly caution
people from seeing it. Tyler K (uk) wrote: Definitely a good movie, but not as

good as the first. The story of Bane is interesting, and there were some
awesome moments. The acting was great, and the production was even

better. Seeing the dark city and learning more about Bane was really cool. I
would definitely recommend it, but the family friendly rating makes me

slightly hesitant. Jens J (de) wrote: If you love the comic book, this movie will
be for you. If you haven't read the comic book, you will be lost at some

places. "I'm Batman" is nothing new, and it was a bit silly, but it was
"Batman" so I'm happy. My biggest issue with this film was the shooting,
camera angles, characters (Bruce), and overall look. It just didn't come

together as well as it should have. The Joker's character was enjoyable but
not a stand-out performance. Despite some of these problems, the overall

story and concept was very good. Tell us some more! Your answer needs to
include more details to help people.You can't post answers that contain an

email address.Please enter a valid email address.The email address entered
is already associated to an account.Login to postPlease use English
characters only. Where to get that movie? you can find here: When I

download it, they give it to my email from youtube.com wewilliam (US)
wrote: one the best movie series of all time, i have no flaws to "relate" only
good points, if u like the comic, see it in the theater, and if u like animation,

get it on dvd of blu ray, regardless of wat u think, or of who is in,
c6a93da74d
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